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Economic SnapShot

If you’ve been assessing the stock market these past few weeks, 
you’ll note it’s been up and down like a yo-yo. There’s a high degree 
of uncertainty in where it may or may not go.

Real estate markets are somewhat similar to the stock market, 
but they shift at a much slower rate. The stock market is a sprinter. 
Real estate markets are a marathoner. They take time to find their 
pace, but once they do, it’s difficult to get them to adjust gears and 
alter direction.

The metro Denver, Boulder Valley, and Northern Colorado real 
estate markets have settled into a somewhat balanced market 
this past six to eight months. I say somewhat, because available 
inventory has been the key to overall market activity. For the Mountain 
Suburbs market, active residential listings in March/2014 were 248 
(234 single family homes; 14 attached units). That compares to 427 
active residential listings in March/2013 (405 single family homes; 22 
attached units).  

Through March/2013 residential sales in the Mountain Suburbs 
were 132. That compares to 133 through March/2014. The 
average price of a residential property in the Mountain Suburbs 
in March/2013 was $389,197. In March/2014 that number was 
$469,983. An increase of slightly over 20%. Scarcity creates 
demand, which escalates values. Average days on the market were 
152 in March/2013 and 78 in March/2014. Inventory is selling at a 
relatively quick pace these days.

Spring, which is that time of year between the cold days of winter 
and the hot days of summer, is historically the busiest time for the 
real estate market. Buyers and sellers stretch those muscles and 

unwind from month’s hidden indoors watching football and hockey, 
and meander outside into the blossoming sun. It’s a time of renewal.

What should we expect from this rekindling of the real estate 
market? Here are some thoughts.

• Available inventory will continue to be an issue. There is any 
number of potential buyers waiting in the wings for a specific 
property or geographic location. Multiple offers, in certain price 
ranges, will be more the norm than the exception. Some sellers 
will have the prospect of “selecting” the best contract that fits 
their specific situation. Contracts will often be above list value.

• New home construction has and will continue to be an important 
aspect of the housing landscape. With the upward movement 
in mortgage interest rates last summer/fall, new home builders 
have experienced a slowdown in some market areas in buyer 
interest, but that should change as we delve into spring. 

• Home mortgage interest rates have remained in the 4.125% 
to 4.375% range, for the traditional thirty-year fixed rate loan, 
over the course of the past few months. Unless something 
dramatic happens in the economic markets, rates should stay 
reasonably stable.

• Motivation will continue to be a key element in the buying and 
selling process. Buyers need to be motivated to move quickly if 
the right property comes along. The real estate market today is 
a competitive environment. Wait and see could easily become 
look and lose for a prospective buyer.


